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Abstract 
In this article, we review and extend an emerging theory for dimen-
sion reduction in regression settings that provides a context for the 
construction, characterization and interpretation of low-dimensional 
graphical displays of the data. Our focus is on fundamental ideas at 
the population level, rather than on particular implementations for 
use in practice. 
1 Introduction 
Consider a typical regression problem with response Y E 1R1 and random 
predictor vector X = (X(i)) E IR.P. We will always assume the data to consist 
of n independent and identically distributed observations on (Y, X). The 
overarching goal of regression analysis is to understand, as far as possible with 
the available data, how the conditional distribution of YIX (as represented 
by the conditional cdf F(YIX)) varies as a function of the value assumed by 
X. This article concerns the use of graphical displays in pursuing this goal. 
Imagine constructing a plot assigning the response Y to the "vertical 
axis" and the p coordinates of X to the "horizontal axes" . We indicate such 
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a plot with {Y, X}, and we refer to it as a regression view. {Y, X} clearly 
contains all the information in the data relative to the regression of Yon X. 
On the other hand, it will not be visualizable in practice unless p = 1 or 2. 
If p ~ 3, we can still visualize a scatterplot matrix of data on (Y, X). Such 
a display consists of a square array of p(p + 1) plots, one for each ordered pair 
of distinct univariate variables from (Y, X). The plots involving just pairs 
of predictor variables, {X(ii), X(i2)}, may be useful for diagnosing th~ pres-
ence of collinearity and for spotting high leverage cases. The marginal plots 
of the response against each of the individual predictor variables, {Y, X(i)}, 
allow visualization of aspects of the marginal regression problems as repre-
sented by F(YIX(i)), i = 1, ... ,P, particularly the marginal mean functions 
E(YIX(i)) and the corresponding variance functions. There is surely a wealth 
of information in a scatterplot matrix. But in the absence of a context that 
establishes a connection with F(YIX), it may all be about sidelights, having 
little to do with the fundamental aspects of the overall regression. For exam-
ple, the presence of collinearity is generally of interest because F(YIX = x) 
and F(YIX = x) are relatively difficult to distinguish when x and x are 
close. The presence of collinearity may tell us something about the relative 
difficulty of the analysis, but it says nothing about F(YIX) per se. Similar 
remarks apply to other modern graphical displays. 
This article is about increasing the usefulness of graphical displays by 
establishing fundamental connections between the displays and the object of 
interest F(YIX). Our focus is on ideas at the population level, rather than on 
particular applications. We confine attention to projective regression views 
represented as {Y, PsX}, where Sis a subspace of ]RP of dimension k :5 p. 
Pc·> indicates the orthogonal projection operator on the argument subspace, 
with respect to the standard inner product. Even though P5 X is an element 
of IR.P, it is isomorphic to a k-dimensional vector, the basis to express which 
is usually left unspecified. Thus, we shall refer to {Y,P5X} as a (k + 1)-
dimensional ((k + l)D) projective regression view of the data, or simply as 
a view. Such a view can be constructed in practice by forming a basis for 
S, {TJ1, ... , 'TJk}, assigning the response Y to the "vertical a.xis", and the 
coordinates TJ';X to the "horizontal axes" in any ~onvenient way. Clearly, it 
is visualizable only when k :5 2. With a slight abuse of language, we will also 
refer to {Y, P5 X} as a marginal view. 
We begin in Section 2 by describing basic ideas and establishing the fun-
damental context. In Section 3 we introduce some graphical methods that 
form the foundation for the iterative procedures discussed in Section 4. We 
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wrap up a few details in Section 5, and then conclude general discussion with 
Section 6. Proofs for most of the propositions in this article are presented in 
Section 7. 
2 Sufficient dimension reduction and sufficient 
. 
views 
As suggested in the Introduction, the dimension of X is the immediate ob-
stacle to a meaningful use of graphical displays for investigating properties 
of F(YIX). Whenever p ~ 3, only projective regression views {Y, PsX} with 
k = dim ( S) ~ 2 can be visualized in practice. Hence, in order to make use 
of the information contained in them, we need to determine in what relation 
such information is to the conditional distribution of YIX. In particular, we 
investigate the existence of low-dimensional views that provide exhaustive 
information about the regression, in effect allowing the dimension of the pre-
dictor vector to be reduced. This is the object of the theory of sufficient 
dimension reduction we explore in this article. 
Reducing the dimension of the predictor vector could be meant, in first 
instance, as eliminating from the analysis some of its coordinate components; 
that is, performing a type of variable selection. One could investigate the 
existence of a subset {i1, ... , ik} ~ {1, ... ,p} such that 
(1) 
where" JL" indicates independence and {e1 , •.• , ep} is the standard orthonor-
mal basis for JRP. This conditional independence always holds for k = p; it 
becomes interesting when it holds for a subset of k < p coordinate compo-
nents of the predictor vector, as it tells us that the remaining p-k coordinates 
can be ignored without loss of information on the regression. 
This approach can be generalized to allow for dimension reduction to 
occur in terms of linear combinations of the original predictor variables. In 
symbols, we investigate the existence of k ~ p linearly independent vectors 
{ 771, . . . , 11k} in JRP such that 
Y lL X I (17~ X, ... , 17~.X) (2) 
Passing to linear combinations can in principle complicate some of the inter-
pretations. On the other hand, it may allow us to reduce the dimension of 
regressions for which (1) holds only when k = p. 
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Let S ~ ffi,P be the subspace spanned by { 111, ••• , 1/k}- (2) is clearly equiv-
alent to Y .1L Xl(ij~X, ... , 11;X)' for any other collection oft ~-k vectors 11; 
spanning S. To avoid the non-uniqueness implied by the existence of multiple 
spanning systems for the same subspace, rewrite (2) as 
Y JLX I PsX (3) 
Passing from a basis notation, which explicitly refers to a choice of linear 
combinations, to a subspace notation moves us another step away from im-
mediate interpretability in terms of the original predictor variables. The gains 
associated with this are simplicity and facilitated geometric understanding. 
Let Q s denote the projection operator on the orthogonal complement of 
S. If (3) holds, then QsX can be ignored without loss of information on the 
regression. And the (1 + k )D view {Y, PsX} is equivalent to the original 
(1 +p)D view {Y, X}. In other words, (3) can be restated as YIPsX ,.._, YIX. 
The following definition (Li 1991, Cook 1994a) summarizes this discussion. 
Definition 2.1 A subspace S ~ JRP is said to be a dimension-reduction 
subspace (DRS) for the regression ofY on X if {9} holds. The corresponding 
view {Y, PsX} is said to be a sufficient view for the regression. 
Generalizing from the discussion for variable elimination, all regressions ad-
mit at least one DRS; namely, JRP itself. As a matter of fact, the trivial 
DRS for a regression is the subspace underlying the affine support of X: 
Ax = Span(Hx - x), where Hx indicates the closed support of X (the in-
tersection of all closed subsets having probability 1) and x is any vector in 
it. Ax might be smaller than JRP to start with. This is what happens if X 
is singular; that is, if dim(Ax) < p. Regarding Ax, we have ·the following 
Proposition 2.1 Suppose X E JRP admits finite second order moments. 
Then Ax= Span(Var(X)). 
The containment Ax ~ Span(Var(X)) follows from proposition 2.7 of Eaton 
(1983, p. 75). The proof of the reverse containment Ax d Span(Var(X)) is 
straightforward and omitted. 
The conditional independence in (3) becomes interesting when it holds 
for a non-trivial S C Ax, and hence k = dim(S) < dim(Ax) :5 p. Most 
regressions admit several non-trivial DRS's, and therefore several non-trivial 
sufficient views. Clearly, we may be interested in the ones allowing the largest 
reduction in dimension, as indicated in the following definition from Cook 
(1994a). · 
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Definition 2.2 A subspace Sm ~ JRP is said to be a minimum dimension-
reduction subspace (minimum DRS) for the regression of Y on X if it is a 
DRS, and it is such that dim(Sm) :5 dim(Sdrs) for any other DRS Sdrs· The 
corresponding view {l'~ PsmX} is said to be a minimal sufficient view for the 
regression. 
Since all regressions admit at least one DRS, they also admit at least one 
minimum DRS. Requiring minimal dimension, though, does not necessar-
ily eliminate the multiplicity. It is easy to provide examples in which more 
than one minimum DRS exists: Let X E JR i be uniformly distributed on the 
unit circle, x~ + x~ = 1, and set YIX "' (Xf + e) IX, e JL X. Then both 
S1 = Span((l, 0)') and S2 = Span((0, 1)') are minimum DRS's. This type of 
phenomenon constitutes a problem for two reasons. First, it implies that a 
minimal dimension requirement is not enough to uniquely determine the ul-
timate aim of a dimension reduction exercise. Second, from a more practical 
standpoint, most of the graphical and numerical methods for making infer-
ence about dimension reduction tend to produce elusive conclusions when 
applied to regressions with multiple minimum DRS's. To avoid the complica-
tions caused by multiple minimum DRS's, we restrict the class of regressions 
using an idea introduced by Cook (1994b, 1996a). 
Definition 2.3 Let nSdrs indicate the intersection of all the DRS 's for the 
regression of Y on X. If nSdrs is itself a DRS, it is said to be the central 
dimension-reduction subspace (central DRS) for the regression and is denoted 
by Sy,j;. The corresponding view {Y, Psy,xX} is said to be the central view 
for the regression, and the dimension dy1x of Sy1x is called the structural 
dimension of the regression. 
The central DRS does not exists for all regressions. On the other hand, 
when it does exist it is unique by construction. In defining the central DRS, 
the minimal dimension requirement dim(Sm) :5 dim(Sdrs) is replaced by the 
stronger inclusion requirement Sy,x ~ Sdrs· Clearly, if the central DRS exists~ 
it is also the unique minimum DRS. The opposite, though, is not true: Let 
XE IR.3 be uniformly distributed on the unit sphere, xi+x~+x~ = 1, and set 
YIX"' (Xr + c) IX, e Ji X. The subspace S1 = Span((l, 0, 0)') is the unique 
minimum DRS but S1 is not a subspace of S2 = Span((0, 1, 0)', (0, 0, 1}'), 
which is obviously a dimension-reduction subspace. In this example, a central 
DRS for the regression of Y on X does not exist, although there is a unique 
minimum DRS. 
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The next proposition connects the concept of a DRS with unconditional 
independence. The proof is straightforward and hence not reported in Sec-
tion 7. 
Proposition 2.2 The origin {O} is a DRS (and therefore a fortiori the cen-
tral DRS) for the regression of Y on X if and only if Y Ji X. Equivalently; 
d1,,x = 0 if and only if Y JLX. 
2.1 Propositions on the existence of Sy1x 
If we restrict ourselves to regressions for which the central DRS exists, the 
latter can be meant as a unique meta-parameter associated with the joint 
distribution of (Y, X). ,A!) such, it constitutes a well-defined object of infer-
ence. We need to determine whether this class of regressions is large enough 
to be relevant in practice. We indicate with £x the law of X. 
Working in the context of a location regression in which Y lL XI E(Y IX), 
Cook (1996a, Lemma 1) gave the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.3 Suppose Y admits finite first order moments, and the joint 
distribution of (Y, X) is such that 
1. £x is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on 
]R,P 
2. Y JLXIE(YIX), and 
9. the conditional expectation E(YIX) can be expressed as an analytic 
function of X, X - a.s. 
Then, the central DRS Sy,x for the regression of Y on X exists. 
While the first condition concerns the distribution of the predictor, the second 
and third concern the conditional distribution of YIX. All of the conditions 
are restrictive. 
Cook (1996a, Lemma 2) also showed that the central DRS exists under 
conditions (1) and (2) above, if (3) - which regards YIX - is replaced 
by a convexity requirement on Hx. Further, he showed that all assumptions 
on YI X can be abandoned if the law of X is taken to have an everywhere 
positive density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on IllP (Cook 1994a). 
The following proposition generalizes both these existence results. 
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Proposition 2.4 Suppose £x is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure on JRP, and H x is convex. Then the central DRS Snx 
exists for the regression of any response Y on X. 
Here, under a stronger but frequently reasonable assumption on the distri-
bution of the predictor, existence of the central DRS is guaranteed regardless 
of the nature of the conditional distribution of YIX. 
As we will see, posing conditions on the distribution of the predictor 
in order to guarantee certain results is a leit-motif of the sufficiency-based 
theory of dimension reduction. In several other instances besides existence 
of the central DRS, one can substitute assumptions on the nature of YI X 
with assumptions on the nature of X. This is an important point due to 
the asymmetric roles played by assumptions on YI X and X in regression 
analysis. In fact, while the conditional distribution of Y IX is the object of 
study, the distribution of X may be at least partially known, and in some 
cases even controllable ( experimental studies). 
Returning to existence of Sy,x, we consider the class of regressions identi-:-
fied by the two propositions above to be wide enough to recover a large share 
of practical applications. Furthermore, similar results can be developed for 
discrete predictors. From now on we will always assume the central DRS to 
exist. 
2.2 Some properties of Sy1x 
Let us now introduce some general results concerning the central DRS. The 
first result concerns the way Sy,x is affected by affine transformations of the 
predictor ( Cook, 1996a). 
Proposition 2.5 Let a E ]RP, and A : ]RP --+ ]RP be a full rank linear 
operator. Then the central DRS J or the regression of l .. on a+ AX exists, and 
it is given by Syia+AX = (A')-1 Sy,x. 
A translation of the predictor does not affect the central DRS, while a full 
rank linear transformation of the predictor transforms the space according 
to (A')-1• Hence, there is no loss of information on the central DRS under full 
rank affine transformations of X. In particular, there is no loss of information 
relative to the structural dimension as dyia+AX = dy,x. If X admits finite 
second order moments and Ex = Var(X) is positive definite, the result 
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applies to standardization of the predictors: taking Z = Ex112 (X - E(X)) 
we have Sy,z = Eit2Sy,x. 
The second result concerns the way Sy,x is affected by transformations 
of the response. 
Proposition 2.6 Let cp : IR.1 ~ IR1 be a (measurable) transformation. 
Then, if the central DRS for the regression of cp(Y) on X exists, Scp(Y)IX ~ 
Sy 1x. In particular, if cp(·) is a bijection, the central DRS exists, and Scp(Y)IX = 
Syix. 
Suppose we replace the response Y with a (non-degenerate) binary version 
Y = 1 if Y > c and Y = 0 otherwise, for some constant c .. Proposition 2.6 
tells us that Sy,x ~ Sy,x, and thus that we may be able to gain information 
on Sy1x by investigating Sy,x· The advantage of this procedure is that 
S.,,,;,x can be investigated graphically also when p = 3. In fact, we can handle 
p = 3 predictors and a binary response in a single 3D plot by assigning the 
predictors to the axes of the plot and then coloring the data points to indicate 
the two values of Y. Trinary versions of Y can also be useful in practice, and 
their central subspaces should generally be closer to Syix- See Cook (1996a) 
for additional discussion of such possibilities in practice. 
The third result concerns the way Sy,x is affected by projections of the 
predictor onto DRS's. 
Proposition 2. 7 Let S be a DRS for the regression of Y on X. Then the 
central DRS for the regression of Y on PsX exists, and Sy,p5 x = Syix. 
This is a consequence of the sufficiency of the view {Y, P5 X}; passing from 
the original view {Y, X} to the sufficient view {Y, P5 X} does not affect the 
regression, and hence does not affect the central DRS. 
2.3 The importance of Sy1x 
The central DRS Sy,x and the structural dimension dy 1x are interesting 
objects in themselves, regardless of whether they are small enough to allow 
visualization of the central view. 
Since Y JL XIPsy 1xX, knowledge of the central DRS allows us to reduce 
the whole regression analysis to Yon Psy 1xX; regardless of how Y depends 
on X, such dependence will be entirelv embodied bv P5 1 X. The issue can ~ ~ y X 
be turned around: the central DRS is not affected by the way Y depends 
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on X, as long as it is exhaustively (and minimally in terms of algebraic 
dimension) conveyed by the projection Psy
1
xX. In particular, defining DRS~s 
and the central DRS, does not rely on the introduction of a link function: 
Correspondingly, neither do the methods to investigate DRS's and the central 
DRS we are about to present. In this sense, the meta-parameter Sy 1x allows 
a unified treatment of a wide range of regression problems. The definitions 
and methods are also independent of some traits of the response's nature, as 
for exam pie being discrete as opposed to continuous. 
Looking toward applications, the problem now is how to make inference 
on S1,,x, and thereby the central view, from data on (Y, X). By Proposi-
tion 2.7, the search for S1,1x can be performed, in a nested fashion, within 
any sufficient view {Y, PsX}. The idea is then to reduce the dimension of 
the view in which the search is performed by identifying a DRS S, and passing 
from the original regression to the regression of Yon PsX. The reduction can 
be iterated several times, selecting a sequence of subspaces S1 2 S2 2 ... 
(S1 being a DRS for Y on X, S2 being a DRS for Y on Ps1 X, etc.) until 
an irreducible regression is reached: if Yon P5tX does not admit any non-
trivial DRS, Sy 1x = St by construction. This iterated approach translates 
the problem of identifying the central DRS into that of identifying a sequence 
of DRS's. From a practical standpoint, the iterated approach is interesting 
because, even when p is large, we can identify a DRS ( and therefore a suf-:-
ficient view) using some supporting views of dimension much smaller than 
(p+ 1). This obviously holds at stage O (the regression of Yon X), as well as 
at any other stage (the regression of Yon P5,X, j = 1, 2, ... ) of the analysis. 
3 Graphical methods for DRS's 
Still working at the population level, this sections is dedicated to results 
allowing us to develop graphical methods for the identification of DRs·s. \:Ve 
call the views that constitute them supporting views. As already mentioned~ 
the practical interest in supporting views is that they can be defined to have 
small dimension, and hence be visualizable. In the following. the symbol 9 
indicates direct sum between two subspaces: T EB S = { t + s, t E T~ s E S}. 
3.1 Using conditional views to assess sufficiency of a 
. 
view 
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Proposition 3.1 Let T, S ~ JR.'' be subspaces such that T EB S = JRP. Then, 
Sis a DRS for the regression of Yon X if and only if Y JLPTXIPsX. 
As a consequence, S will be a DRS if and only if the (1 + dim(T))D condi-
tional views {Y, PTX IPsX} have 0-dimensional structure regardless of the 
conditioning value. We have turned the problem of assessing whether S is a 
DRS into an assessment of independence for a collection of regressions with 
a predictor vector of dimension dim(T) < p. 
Selecting T so that dim(T) ~ 2, and assuming that we are able to char-
acterize and interpret (1 + dim(T))D regression views for assessment of 0-
dimensional structure (we will come back to this issue in Section 5), we have 
a fully operational method; the "if and only if' in the proposition above guar-
antees effectiveness of the conditional views with no further assumptions. In 
practice, conditioning is realized by "slicing" on PsX and observing a finite 
collection of "intra-slice" views. . 
Given a candidate DRS S, it is obviously desirable to have minimal dimen-
sion for T; that is, to have dim(T) = p - dim(S). If X admits finite second 
order moments, and Ex = Var(X) is positive definite, one possible choice 
for the complementary space is the orthogonal complement to Sin the !::x 
inner product 
Tu = Sl.<r.x > 
The corresponding (1 + p- dim(S))D conditional views {Y, Pr.,XIPsX} are 
called the uncorrelated views for S, thus generalizing the notion of uncor-
related 2D views used by Cook and \~eisberg (1994). Imagine taking a 
(p - 1)-dimensional or (p - 2)-dimensional candidate S. In order to verify 
whether the view {Y, P5 X} is sufficient, we need then to verify 0-dimensional 
structure for the corresponding 2D or 3D uncorrelated ,·iews. 
3.2 Using a marginal view to identify a·-sufficient view 
Consider a subspace T ~]RP.Clearly SF1x ~ PrS1, 1x a,T1.. Suppose we had 
(4) 
Then, given any DRS V ~ T for the regression of Yon PrX, FEB Tl. would 
provide a DRS for the regression of Y on X. As a consequence, we could use 
the (1 + dim(T))D marginal view {Y, PrX} to identify a DRS for 1 .. on Pr.X, 
and then construct a (1 + p- (dim(T) - dim(V)))D sufficient view for} .. on 
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X as {Y, (Pv+QT)X}. Under (4), we have turned the problem of identifying 
a DRS for the original regression into identifying a DRS for a regression with 
dim(T) 5 p predictor variables. 
Selecting Tso that dim(T) 5 2, and assuming that we are able to charac-
terize and interpret (1 +dim(T) )D regression views for identification of DRS's 
( we will come back to this issue in Section 5), we have a fully operational 
method; assumption (4) guarantees its effectiveness. 
Here the dimensionality considerations are reverted with respect to the 
method in Section 3.1. Given dim(T), it is desirable to obtain the strictest 
upper bound on Sy 1x; that is, the DRS V EB TJ. of minimal dimension. This 
is clearly given by Sy1PrX EB TJ., and is therefore based on identifying the 
central DRS for the regression of Yon PTX. 
The point now becomes the equality in ( 4). We will refer to the space on 
the left hand side Sy 1pTx as the marginal central DRS, and to the one on the 
right PTSYIX as the coordinate subspace relative to T. In the following, we 
will also use the coordinate subspace relative to TJ.. To simplify presentation, 
we will use the substitute notation 
whenever these subspaces are required as subscripts. The fuller notation will 
still be used otherwise. 
Within our overall philosophy, the aim would be to find conditions on the 
predictor X which imply the equality in ( 4). As we will see, posing conditions 
on the predictor brings us close to meeting the requirement, but we will 
ultimately have to introduce also an assumption involving the conditional 
distribution of YIX. 
Proposition 3.2 For any subspace T· ~ ]RP 
Sy1PrX ~ PrSnx EB Sp02 x1PTX 
The subspace Sp02 x1PTX is the central DRS for the regression of Pc2 X on 
PrX. and as such it is contained in any other DRS. Hence, we can improve 
the situation with the following corollary, which is a generalization of lemma 
4.1 by Cook (1994a). 
Corollary 3.1 Let T ~ JRP and assume that PrSy 1x is a DRS for the regres-
sion of Pc2 X on PrX (i.e. Pc2 X lLPrXIPc1 X). Then Sy 1prx ~ PrSy 1x. 
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One way of interpreting this result is that, under the required condition, 
the marginal view {Y, PrX} contains only information from {Y, X} that is 
relevant to the coordinate subspace PrSy,x. 
The condition in the above proposition involves both X and the condi-
tional distribution of Y IX via the central subspace Sy1x. But once again, 
we can eliminate the involvement of YIX by adding to the requirements on 
X. In fact, if QrX .JL PrX, then Pc2 X JL PrXIPc1X regardless of Sy,x, as 
Sp02 x1PTX = {O}. We therefore have: 
Corollary 3.2 Let Ts; JRP and assume that QrX .JLPrX. Then Sy1pTx s; 
PrS1,,x. 
In particular, if X is normal QrX JL PrX holds for any subspace T such that 
QrExPr = O; that is, for any subspace constructed by grouping spectral 
directions of Ex. And if we had standardized a non-singular normal predictor 
to Z = Ex112 (X - E(X)), QrZ .JLPrZ would hold for any T. 
Conditions on X alone bring us only this far. In order to actually achieve 
the equality in (4) we need to pose conditions also on YIX. Following Cook 
(1994a), we will express the general requirement as: 
Assumption 3.1 Marginal Consistency WheneverT and (Y, X) are such 
that Sy117x ~ PrSyix, assume that Sy117x = PrSyix- · 
The implicit understanding is that while the containment can be guaranteed 
by conditions on the couple T, X obtaining equality under such conditions 
requires conditions on YI X. 
Introducing the marginal consistency assumption can be interpreted by 
saying that the marginal view {Y, PrX} is taken to contain all (and only) 
the information that is relevant to the corresponding coordinate subspace. 
3.3 Using a residual view to identify a·-sufficient view 
Consider again a subspace Ts; JRP. Assuming that X admits finite first order 
moments, define 
r112 = rpTx1QTX = PrX - E(PrXIQrX) ET 
and let w : 1R1 x ]RP ----+ lR.1 be a measurable transformation. Suppose we 
had 
(5) 
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Then, given any DRS V ~ T for the regression of w(Y, QTX) on r 1 l2': \·EB r.i. 
would provide a DRS for the regression of Yon X. As a consequence, we could 
use the {1 + dim(T))D residual view {w(Y, QTX), r 112 } to identify a DRS for 
w(Y, QTX) on r 1,2, and then construct a {1 + p - (dim(T) - dim(F)))D 
sufficient view for Y on X as {Y, (Pv + QT)X}. Under (5), we have again 
reduced the problem to identifying a DRS for a regressions with a predictor 
vector of dimension dim(T) ~ p. 
Considerations similar to the ones in Section 3.2 now apply: provided 
dim{T) ~ 2 and we are able to identify DRS's in low-dimensional regression 
views, this defines an alternative method whose effectiveness is guaranteed 
by assumption (5). Furthermore, given the dimension of T, it is desirable to 
obtain the strictest upper bound on Sy1x, which is achieved using the central 
DRS for the regression of w(Y, QTX) on r112 : Sw(Y,QTX)ir112 EB T.l.. · 
Also for residual views we have to determine conditions on the predic-
tor X, and ultimately the conditional distribution of YIX under which the 
requirement in (5) is met. 
Proposition 3 .3 Let T s; JRP. Assume that X has finite first order mo-
ments and that PTSY1x is a DRS for the regression of QTX on r 112 (i.e. 
QTX lLr112IPc1 r112}. Then Sw(Y,QTX)1r112 ~ PTSYIX· 
As for marginal views, one can add to the requirements on X to avoid in-
volving YIX through Sy,x: 
Corollary 3.3 Let T ~ JRP. Assume that X has finite first order moments 
and that QTX lL r112. Then Sw(Y,QTX)tr112 s; PTSYIX · 
In particular, if X is normal r 1,2 JL QTX holds for any T. Further, the 
conditional expectation E(PTXIQTX) is linear in QTX so that r 112 coincides 
with e1,2 , the residual from the linear OLS fit of PTX on QTX. For the non-
singular case, standard calculations give 
r112 = e112 = PrP}(Ex)(X - E(X)) 
where Prcr.x) is the orthogonal projection operator on T in the ~x inner 
product. 
One possible choice is to take w(Y, QrX) = Y and hence consider the 
residual view {Y, r 1,2}. Once again, in order to actually achieve the equality 
in (5) we need to pose conditions also on l"IX. \Ve will express the general 
requirement as: 
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Assumption 3.2 Residual Consistency Whenever T and (Y, X) are such 
that Syir112 s; PTSY1X, assume that SY1r112 = PTSYIX · 
The interpretation of the residual consistency assumption is similar to the one 
of the marginal consistency assumption: the residual view {Y, r112} is taken 
to contain all ( and only) the information that is relevant to the coordinat~ 
subspace. 
Notice that if we had Sy,r112 = SYtPTX the marginal consistency assump-
tion and the residual consistency assumption would be trivially equivalent. 
As a matter of fact, this is exactly what happens when X is normal: Sup-
pose Tis constructed from spectral directions of Ex, so that QTExPT = 0, 
Pr(Ex) = PT. Then r112 = e112 = PT(X - E(X)), and therefore S1'1e112 = 
8y1pTx. In particular, if we had standardized a non-singular normal predic-
tor to Z = ~x112 (X - E(X)), epTZIQrZ = PTZ for any choice of T. 
Other choices are possible for w(·, ·). As long as w(·, QrX) is a bijec-
tion X-a.s., there is no loss of information on PTSY1x passing from {Y, r112} 
to {w(Y, QTX), r 112}. Furthermore, the residual consistency assumptions for 
Sy1r112 and Sw(Y,QrX)ir112 are equivalent. 
Residual views are generally preferable to marginal views because they 
allow for linear dependencies among the predictor coordinate components, 
which is not necessarily the case for marginal views. Stated somewhat differ-
ently, regardless of the choice of w(·, ·), the condition QTX .lL PrX of Corol-
lary 3.2 is more restrictive than the corresponding condition QrX ..ll. r 112 in 
Corollary 3.3. 
Also, residual views allow us to improve resolution: When trying to iden-
tify the central DRS within a low-dimensional view, the spread of the data 
point along the response axis affects the accuracy of a visual investigation. If 
w( ·, ·) is selected so that Var(w(Y, QTX)) < Var(Y), passing from {Y, r 112 } to 
{w(Y, QTX), r112} reduces the spread along the "vertical" axis, while preserv-
ing the coordinate subspace PrS1,1x as a DRS for the regression. Moreover, 
if the selected transformation guarantees w(·, QrX) to be a bijection X-a.s., 
the improvement in resolution is achieved with no loss of information on 
PrS'irlX· 
Consider w(Y, QrX) = e1-·,2, the residual from the linear OLS fit of Y on 
QrX. This transformation reduces (or leaves unchanged) the variation. If X 
is normal e1,12 is a bijection in Y X-a.s., and QrX JL r112 = e 112 holds for any 
T. Thus, applying Corollary 3.3 and imposing consistency we have 
(6) 
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and we can use the residual view {e1,,2, e112}; {}", (Ps 1 + QT)X} will eyI2 e1I2 
be a sufficient view for the regression of Y on X. This represents a novel 
application of added-variable plots. In the standard use, an added variable 
plot {e1, 12 , e112} would serve to explore the dependence of Y on PrX after 
QrX (See Cook 1996b for an introduction to the literature). Notice that to 
use { e1, 12 , e112 } as residual view, we do not need to impose modeling assump-
tions on the conditional distribution of YIQrX (in other words, the linear 
regression model used to generate ey,2 does not need to be correct). 
3.4 More on consistency assumptions 
The consistency assumptions do not allow for a very straightforward interpre-
tation. In order to provide some insight on the nature of such assumptions, 
we will develop some more general conditions implying them. As we have 
seen in Proposition 3.2, for any subspace T 
Sy1pTx ~ PTSY1X EB SPc2 XIPTX 
We can interpret this by saying that the marginal view {Y, PrX} contains 
only information that is relevant to the coordinate subspace, and the central 
DRS of the regression of Pc2 X on PrX. 
The coordinate subspace PTSY1x can be meant as embodying the "pri-
mary" dependence of Yon PrX; that is, the dependence after QTX is taken 
into account as a separate explanatory factor. On the other hand, Sp02 x1PTX 
can be meant as embodying the "secondary" dependence of Y on PTX; that 
is, the one that passes through QTX, and hence necessarily through Pc2 X, 
when the latter indeed depends on PrX, The two spaces can overlap in any 
possible way; in particular, as we have seen in Corollary 3.1, the second can 
be entirely contained in the first. In any case, their direct sum expresses all 
there is to the dependence of Yon PrX, and therefore contains the marginal 
central DRS. Suppose 
SyipTx = PTSnx EB Spc2 XIPTX (7) 
Then clearly SY1PTX 2 PrS1,,x, and the marginal consistency assumption 
holds: if Sy,pTx ~ PTSY1x, then S1'1PTX = PT SY ix. 
We have also seen that marginal and residual consistency assumptions 
are equivalent when X has a non-singular normal distribution. Thus, con-
dition (7) can be used as a rationale to justify both marginal and residual 
consistency assumptions in several contexts. 
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Let us conclude this section by remarking that (7) does not represent a 
very restrictive requirement; to construct cases in which equality fails (i.e. 
strict containment takes place) predictor, subspace and conditional distribu-
tion of YI X must be carefully designed. Nevertheless, there is a dimensional 
issue to be considered. Suppose the predictor X has standard normal distri-
bution, so that S1'1PrX ~ PrSY1x holds for any choice of T. Now, consider 
(7), which would guarantee SY1Prx = PrSy,x. Ceteris paribus, (7) expresses 
a stronger requirement the smaller the dimension of Tis with respect top. 
In fact, the smaller dim{T) is with respect top, the more plausible it is that 
the marginal view {Y, PrX} loses some of the information relevant to the 
dependence of Yon PrX (i.e. that at least some of such dependence passes 
through QrX). 
4 Iterative procedures for Sy1x 
This section is devoted to the development of iterative procedures for the 
identification of the central DRS, and thereby of the central view.· Those 
procedures use, at each stage, one of the graphical methods introduced in 
Section 3. For two subspaces such that T ~ S, r.1.s indicates the orthogonal 
complement of T within S. 
Iterative procedure based on uncorrelated views (UIP) 
Suppose X admits finite second order moments, is non-singular and has been 
standardized, so that the Ex inner product coincides with the standard one. 
The basic version of our iterative procedure is given as follows: 
• Start with the whole predictor space S0 = IR.P. Then iterate on j = 
1, 2, ... 
1. Take a direction T; ~ S;-i, dim(2'j) = 1 (equivalently, take r/-5;-i 
as candidate DRS) 
2. Construct the 2D uncorrelated views 
{Y, Pr;XIPT~s;-1X} 
, 
and asses whether they all have 0-dimensional structure. 
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3. If they do, restrict the universe to the DRS S; = T/5i-i. Otherwise 
set S; = S;-1-
• Stopping rule: stop when S; = {O} or S; = S;-i {whichever comes 
first). 
Iterative procedure based on marginal views (MIP) 
Suppose X is non-singular normal and has been standardized, so that Corol-
lary 3.2 holds for any subspace T. Suppose furthermore that at each stage 
YIPs;_ 1X is such that condition (7) holds for any subspace T ~ S;_1 with 
dim(T) = min{m, dim(S;-i)}, where m = 1, 2 or possibly 3 to allow visual-
ization. Here (7) is meant to be restricted, at each stage, to the regression of 
Yon Ps;_ 1X (i.e. Ps;_ 1 X takes the place of X in (7)). Notice that, given m, 
the condition will become progressively less stringent as dim(S;-i) decrease 
along the procedure. There is actually no restriction when dim(S;-i) :5 m 
because then one must take T = S;_1. Under these requirements, the equal-
ity in (4) holds for any choice of (l+min{m,dim(B;-i)})D marginal view at 
each stage. The basic version of our iterative procedure is then: 
• Start with S0 = lR.P, and iterate on j = 1, 2, ... 
1. Take a subspace T; ~ S;-1, with dim(T;) = min{m, dim(B;-i)}. · 
2. Construct the (1 +dim(T;))D marginal view {Y, Pr;X}, and iden-
tify Sv1PT.x ~ T;. 
J 
3. Set S; = Sv1PT;x EB T/5;-i _ This space is guaranteed to be a DRS 
due to (4). 
• Stopping rule: stop when S; = {O} or S; = S;_1• -
Iterative procedure based on added-variable plots (AIP) 
With the same requirements introduced for the marginal view-based proce-
_dure, the equality in (6) holds for any choice of a (1 + min{m, dim(S;-i)} )D 
added-variable plot at each stage. For notational simplicity, let e112,; = 
epT;XiQT;x and ev,2,; = ey,QT.x- The basic version of our iterative procedure 
. h J 1st en: 
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• Start with S0 = ]RP, and iterate on j = 1, 2, ... 
1. Take a subspace T; ~ S;-1, with dim(T;) = min{m, dim(S;_i)}. 
2. Construct the (1 + dim(T;))D added-variable plot {e1•12,;, e112J}, 
and identify Sey 12,; 1e1 , 2,; ~ T;. 
3. Set S; = Sey 12.; 1e112,; EB Tf5;-i. This space is guaranteed to be a 
DRS due to (5). 
• Stopping rule: stop when S; = {O} or S; = S;_1. 
Before proceeding, some remarks are in order. In all the procedures we have 
willingly avoided specification of how the subspaces T; should be chosen. For 
the time being, we inteng to think of them as being any subspace of the 
required dimension; they could be drawn at random, for example. 
When using the uncorrelated views method, one must slice on PT-!-s;_ 1 X 
, 
and analyze a whole collection of "intra-slice" 2D views for 0-dimensional 
structure. When using the marginal views or the added-variable plots method, 
n~ slicing is involved and one must analyze only one 2D or 3D view, iden-
tifying its central DRS. In this sense, the UIP is "heavier" than the MIP 
and AIP. But this is the price to be payed for the fact that uncorrelated 
views do not involve scope-limiting assumptions like (4) or (6). Notice that 
in principle one could change the graphical method while iterating, as the 
aim at each stage is just to determine a (possibly non-trivial) DRS. 
Under the given requirements, each of the three "pure" iterated proce-
dures, as well as mixtures of them obtained by switching methods, produce an 
upper bound S* 2 Sv1x- This is due to the fact that the posed requirements 
guarantee effectiveness of the graphical methods used at. each stage. The it-
erated procedures can terminate prematurely, though, producing S* ::> Sv1x-
In the following, we will provide a bound on the error ( that is, on how much 
larger than the target Sv1x the final S* can be) and explore conditions which, 
together with the posed requirements, guarantee overall effectiveness of the 
iterated procedures so that S* = Sv1x-
Suppose termination occurred withs•= S; = {O}. In this case, termina-
tion can't be premature and we can conclude Sv,x = { 0}. 
Suppose now termination occurred with s• = S; = S;_1. For the UIP, 
this is the case if and only if Tf5'- 1 1 Svix, or equivalently, Ti ~ s¢f.t 1 • 
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Since we take dim(Tj) = 1, we will then have Tin s¢~-i = {O}. For the 
MIP, this is the case if and only if Sy117.x = T;, which, because of (4), is J 
equivalent to PTjS,,,-·,x =Ti.Again we will have T; n s¢fJ;- 1 = {0}. A similar 
reasoning applies to the A.IP. 
Let us focus on dimensions. In full generality, if T, V and Ht are spaces 
such that T, V ~ H1 and TnV = {O}, one has dim(TEBV) = dim(T)+dim(V) 
=5 dim(lV), and therefore di.m(V) s dim(W) - dim(T). Hence 
dim(S*) - dim(Sy,x) =5 dim(S*) - dim(T;) (8) 
which represents an upper bound on the dimension error at termination. 
Further, the above inequality allows us to derive conditions under which 
termination can't be premature. 
For the UIP, premature termination occurs when T; g s¢~- 1 , even 
though s¢3:-1 -:f: {O}. This can be interpreted by saying that we have chosen 
as candidate for elimination a direction which is relevant to the regression of 
Yon Ps;_ 1 X. For the MIP, premature termination occurs when PT;SY1x = T; 
even though S;-i ::, S-1,,x. This can be interpreted by saying that we have 
chosen a marginal view from which we "do not see" that S1,,x is smaller than 
the current universe. The same kind of reasoning applies to the AIP. 
l,From (8), a sufficient condition for s• = S1,,x is that dim(T;) =.dim(S*); 
termination cannot be premature if it occurs when the dimension of the 
universe has become small enough for our supporting views to recover it. 
This is equivalent to dim(S*) S 1 for the UIP and to dim(S*) S m for the 
MIP and AIP. Moreover, a sufficient condition for dim(Tj) = dim(S*) is that 
dy 1x = dim(S1,,x) < 1 for the UIP and that dy,x < m for the MIP and A.IP, 
Take for example the MIP: from (8), dnx ~ dim(Tj)- Assuming d1,,x < m 
one has then m > dim(Tj), which in turn implies dim(Tj) = dim(S*). In 
conclusion, if the (unknown) structural dimension dy 1x-is smaller than that 
of our supporting views, termination can't be premature. 
This is of paramount importance in practice: Using the UIP, or the MIP 
or AIP with m = 1 or 2, we are guaranteed to recognize S1'1X = {O}; that is, 
independence between the response and the predictor vector. To highlight 
the potential practical implications of this guarantee, we introduce a model 
into the picture. Suppose that our model admits a residual R with the 
property that the model is correct if and only if R lL X. The UIP, MIP 
and A.IP applied to the regression of R on X constitute general graphical 
procedures for exhaustive model checking that are sure to detect deficiencies 
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in the population if they exist. The possibility that such procedures could 
be developed was discussed and illustrated in Cook and Wetzel (1993) and 
Cook (1994a). 
Furthermore, using the MIP or AIP with m = 2 we are guaranteed to 
identify one-dimensional central DRS's. Thus, taking m = 2 and analyzing 3D 
views, even though more complicated than taking m = 1 and analyzing 2D 
views, is preferable for two independent reasons: First, it makes condition (i) 
less stringent at all stages of the iterated procedures. Second, it guarantees 
overall effectiveness of the latter whenever dyix = 0 or 1. Finally, with a 
binary or trinary response, using MIP or AIP with m = 3 is guaranteed to 
identify two-dimensional central DRS's. 
How might we improve effectiveness when we cannot assume dy 1x < 1, 2 
or perhaps 3? As we have already remarked, the UIP terminates prematurely 
when we take as candidate for elimination a direction which is relevant to 
the regression of Y on Ps;-i X, while the MIP terminates prematurely when 
we take a marginal view from which we "do not see" that Sy 1x is smaller 
than the current universe (similarly for the AIP). If we continued to scan all 
possible T; 's, we would eventually by-pass the obstacle. Clearly, scanning 
all possible directions/subspaces is only a theoretical construct whenever 
dim(S;-i) exceeds 2. Still, we can explore several T;'s before terminating. 
Repeated attempts within the same universe do not eliminate the chances of 
premature termination, but do substantially reduce them, the more so the 
more numerous they are. 
4.1 Improving effectiveness using a lower bound on 
Sy1.x 
Let us now take a different approach; instead of multiplying attempts within 
the same universe, one can think of decreasing the chances of premature 
termination "guiding" the choice of 7J at each stage. 
For the UIP, if we took T; ~ s¢1{- 1 at each stage, we would eliminate 
all ( and only) misleading directions from the analysis, and the procedure 
would be guaranteed to terminate with S* = S1? 1x. For the MIP, if we took 
T; ~ s¢~-· (with dim(T;) = min{m, dim(S¢3-- 1 )}) at each stage, we would 
certainly eliminate all (even though not only) misleading subspaces from the 
analysis. Once again. the procedure would be guaranteed to terminate with 
s· = Sy,x. 
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Clearly the above reasoning is not operational, as S1-·1x is unknown. Still, 
we can alter our basic procedures to the effect of eliminating some of the 
misleading directions/subspaces. One way of doing so is based on knowing a 
S S h S.LS · 1 l.S · 1 lower bound for the central DRS, say (L) ~ l'IX· T en (L),- 2 Sn_.C at 
each stage, · and the UIP would be: 
• Start with S0 = ]RP, and iterate on j = 1, 2, ... 
1. Take a direction Ti~ s~t;-i, dim(TJ) = 1. 
2. Construct {Y, Pr;XIPT~s;-1X}, and asses whether they all have 
J . 
0-dimensional structure. 
3. If they do, restrict the universe to S; = r/5;-i. Otherwise set 
Si= Si-1· 
• Stopping rule: stop when Sj = s(L) or Sj = Sj-1 · 
The MIP would be: 
• Start with S0 = IR.P, and iterate on j = 1, 2, ... 
1. Take a subspace Ti~ s~t;-i, with dim(T;) = min{m, dim(S~t;- 1 )}. 
2. Construct {l"~ Pr;X}, and identify S1'1Pr,x ~ Ti. 
3 S S S T l.S;-1 
. et ; = y' Pr; x EB j • 
• Stopping rule: stop when S; = Sci> or Si= Si-I· 
The AIP would be: 
• Start with S0 = JR.P, and iterate on j = 1, 2 .... 
1. Take a subspace Ti~ st~'-1 , with dim(T;) = min{m. dim(S~~'- 1)}. 
2. Construct {ey12,;,e112J}, and identify Sev,2.;ie112.; ~ T;. 
3. Set Sj = Sey12,;le112,j EB T/ 51 - 1 • 
• Stopping rule: stop when sj = s(L) or sj = sj-1 · 
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The modified procedures could still terminate prematurely: In fact, if S(L) C 
S S.LS;-i 5.LS;-i d T. C SJ.S;-i . t t d t b t . d . yix, (L) :> 1, 1x an ; _ (L) 1s no guaran ee o e con ame 11?, 
s¢~-l whenever s¢3:-1 i:- {0}. Still, using s(L) we reduce the chances of pre-
mature termination, the more so the closer the lower bound is to the central 
DRS. Knowledge of ScL) "directs'' our sight; it tells us where we should posi-
tively not be looking when attempting to drop dimensions, thereby allowing 
elimination of a good share of misleading directions/subspaces. 
Using S(L) we can also improve the upper bound on dimension error 
expressed by (8). First, we can certainly say that 
dim(S*) - dim(SY1x) ~ dim(S*) - dim{S(L)) 
and therefore that 
dim(S*) - dim(S1,,x) ~ min{ dim(S*) - dim(S(L)), dim(S*) - dim(Tj)} 
Furthermore, the modified procedures actively combine the two bounds into 
a better one: Since with each of the procedures s¢~-1 ~ s~t,-1 , T, ~ 
S~~;-i, and at termination T; n s¢~- 1 = {O}, using the same general result 
underlying {8) one has 
dim(S*) - dim(Sy1x) ~ dim(S*) - dim(ScL)) - dim{Tj) (9) 
The above inequality bears consequences similar to the ones of (8): .A suf-
ficient condition for s• = Sy1x is that dim(T;) = dim(S*) - dim(Sci)); 
termination cannot be premature if it occurs when the dimension of the uni-
verse has become small enough for our supporting views to recO\·er Sfif. 
This is equivalent to dim(S*) - dim(Sci)) ~ 1 for the (modified) CIP and to 
dim(S*)-dim(ScL)) ~ m for the (modified) ivIIP and AIP. Moreover. a suffi-
cient condition for dim(T;) = dim(S*)-dim(S(L)) is that dnx -dim(Sci)) < 
1 for the UIP and dnx - dim(ScL)) < m for the MIP and AIP. In conclu-
sion, if the difference between the (unknown) structural dimension d1-·1x and 
the (known) dim(ScL)) is smaller than the one our supporting Yiews recover, 
termination can't be premature. 
Again, this is of paramount importance in practice: Using the (modified) 
UIP, or the (modified) MIP or AIP with m = 1 or 2, we are guaranteed to 
recognize Sy 1x = ScL)· Furthermore, we are guaranteed to identify the central 
DRS using the MIP or AIP with m = 2 when the lower bound they are based 
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upon can be assumed to be such that dyix -dim(S(L)) < 2. Suppose we could 
identify a vector v E Sy,x, v =I= 0 if S1,,x :/= {O}. Taking ScL) = Span(v). the 
overall effectiveness of the MIP and AIP with m = 2 would be guaranteed 
whenever d1, 1x = 0~ 1 or 2. In particular, if Y and X admit finite second order 
moments, Ex is positive definite, and E(XIPsn,.-X) is linear in Ps}.,xX (as 
is the case for a normal predictor), the OLS /3 = E:x1Ex,1' E Sy,x {this is a 
special case of a more general result by Li and Duan, 1989). 
Finally, if d1, 1x - dim(ScL)) cannot be assumed to be smaller than 1 or 
2, repeated attempts within the same universe could be used to reduce the 
chances of premature termination for the modified procedures. 
5 Closing the circle 
Two fundamental issues have been left open in our discussion so far. First, 
in order to make the graphical methods in Section 3 operational, one needs 
to characterize and interpret low-dimensional regression views for assessment 
of 0-dimensional structure and identification of their central DRS's. Method-
ology for this is available in Cook (1994a, 1996a) and Cook and Weisberg 
{1994). 
Second, to improve effectiveness of the iterated procedures in Section 4, 
one needs ways to produce lower bounds for central DRS's in (possibly) high-
dimensional problems. As we have already remarked, if p = 3 a lower bound 
for Sy 1x can be investigated graphically passing to binary or trinary versions 
of the response. Furthermore, the literature contains several methods, based 
on a non-graphical analysis of (Y, X), which can produce lower bounds for 
Sy,x even when pis high: Li and Duan (1989) provide a method to identify a 
direction in Sl'lx · Li (1991, 1992} also provides methods to identify a whole 
basis of ffi.P, whose elements can then be selected to be or not be in S1,1x 
using some tests. Notice that, besides constructing the lower bound, the basis 
can be used to select the sequence of T; 's. As a matter of fact, the latter can 
be done even without numerically testing to determine what elements of the 
basis ought to belong to Snx. As might be expected, intertwining graphical 
and numerical procedures often results in the most interesting and effective 
analysis strategies. 
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6 Discussion 
Our basic premise in this article is that the usefulness of modern graphical 
displays might be greatly increased if we can recognize situations in which 
low-dimensional views, the only ones that are possible in practice, provide 
clear information on the object of interest. The ability to recognize such 
situations requires a context for connecting the graphics with the statistics. 
Otherwise, graphics seems destined to remain on the sidelines, a collection 
of ad hoc methods with little fundamental appeal. 
We concentrated on developing a population context for regression prob-
lems, where the central dimension-reduction subspace became the focus of 
our inquiry. We intentionally stayed away from numerical methods for esti-
mating the central DRS, although such methods are possible. For the most 
part, the context we developed is quite broad, requiring few scope-limiting 
conditions. And frequently problems can be adapted to meet the conditions 
that we did impose. 
All through our discussion, we have taken Y E IR1 . It is important to 
remark that none of the concepts and results we introduced relies on the re-
sponse being one-dimensional. Visualization does, though: If Y e IR 8 , a pro-
jective regression view {Y, PsX} is visualizable in practice only if dim(S) = 0, 
or 1. 
In Section 2, we defined the structural dimension dy1x as the dimension 
of the central DRS. Strictly speaking, one does not need to assume existence 
of the central DRS to introduce the concept of structural dimension; dFix 
could be defined as the (common) dimension of the minimal DRS's of the 
regression, although progress in this case is likely to be tenuous. . 
As we have noticed in Section 2, the trivial DRS for the regression of Y 
on Xis actually Ax, which can have dimension smaller than p to start with. 
On the other hand, we often assumed the predictor to pe non-singular, i.e. 
Ax = JRP. Non-singularity is not actually a restrictive requirement. In fact, 
if the predictor were singular, one could always restrict the analysis to Ax 
at the outset, before attempting any further reduction based on preserving 
the information relative to the regression. 
Also, we occasionally assumed the predictor to be normal. This is indeed 
a more restrictive requirement. Still, in many practical applications X is, or 
can be transformed or re-weighted to be, approximately normal ( Cook and 
Nachtsheim, 1994). In the latter case, dimension reduction can be performed 
on the transformed or re-weighted scale. 
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Non-linear transformations of X can also be used to reduce the structural 
dimension of a regression. One can investigate the existence ofa non-linear 17 : 
]RP~ ]RP such that Yl17(X) l"v YIX and dy1 71cx> < dy1x- Notice this extends 
the concept of sufficient dimension reduction beyond algebraic dimension. 
Finally, let us remark that issues related to dimension reduction and 
graphical exploration are of paramount importance also in multivariate anal-
ysis. Once again, one would like to investigate the existence of low-dimensional 
views/subspaces that provide exhaustive information with respect to some 
target defined to embody structural traits of a multivariate distribution. Fur-
thermore, one would like to do so assuming as little as possible on the nature 
of the latter. Developments along these lines can be found in Chiaramonte 
(1996). 
7 Justifications 
7.1 Existence of Sy1x results 
\Ve will need the following: 
Lemma 7 .1 Let Ti, T2 s;; ]RP be subspaces such that Ti n T2 = { 0}, and 
0: ]RP ~ 1R.1 • Also, let f2 s;; Ti EB T2 be a subset open in T1 EB T2, and O be 
the largest open subset of n which is also convex. If 
o(v) = o(PT1V) = o(PT2v) , \:/v En 
then o(v) = o {constant}, \:/v E fi. 
{10) 
Proof: Since f2 is open in T1 EB T2 and convex, for any two points V1, V2 E f2 
there exists a sequence V(n) E fi s;; n, n = 0, ... , N such that 
• V(o) = V1 and V(N) = V2, 
• for any n = 1, ... , N either PT1 V(n) = PT1 V(n-1) or PT2 V(n) = PT2 V(n-l) (or both). 
But then, for any n = 1, ... , N, we will have 
and/or 
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that is, o(vcn)) = o(vcn-1))- We can conclude that o(vi) = o(v2), and there-
fore o(v) = a, \Iv En. 0 
Notice that openness of n implies n :/= 0. Hence, (10) implies existence of an 
open (and convex) subset of T1 EBT2 on which o(·) is constant. Furthermore, 
if n is itself convex, {10) implies o(·) constant on n. 
Lemma 7.2 Let S1, S2 ~ IR.'' be subspaces, T = S1 n S2 , and a: ]RP --+ IR.1 
be such that a(x) can be expressed as a convergent power series in coordinate 
components of x E JRP. Also, let n ~ ]RP be a subset open in JRP. If 
o(x) = a(Ps1x) = a(Ps2x) , \Ix En 
then a(x) = a(Prx), \Ix En. 
Proof: Rewrite 
a(w + t + y) - a(PrJ.s1 w + t) = a(PrJ.s2W + t) 
\/w E OrJ.S1erJ.s2,t+y, \It E nT,y, \/y E ncs1eS2)J. 
where 
nrJ.S1eTJ.S2,t+y - {PrJ.S1eTJ.S2X,X En s.t. Pre(S1EBS2)J.X = t + y} 
nT,y - {Prx,x En s.t. Qs1eS2X = y} 
n(S1eS2)J. - {Qs1EBS2X,xEf2} 
Since a(w + t + y) = a(PrJ.S1 w + t) implies a(w + t + y) = a(w + t) on all 
relevant points, the above is equivalent to 
a(w + t) = a(PrJ.S1 W + t) = a(Pr1.s2W + t) , \/w E nT-J.S1erJ.S2,t, \ft E nr 
where nr = {Prx, X E n}. Since n is open in ]RP, nr.1.s1eTJ.S2,t is open in 
Tj_51 EB Tj_52 , Vt E flr. But then, applying Lemma 7.1 for any fixed t we 
obtain 
a(w + t) = o(t) , \/w E flr.1.s1er.1.s2 ,t, \/t E Or 
where Or.1.s1 er.1.s2 ,t is itself open in Tj_51 EB Tj_52 , \It E Or. Furthermore, 
since a(x) can be expressed as a convergent power series in the coordinate 
components of x E JRP, for any fixed t, a(w + t) can be expressed as a 
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convergent power series in coordinate components of w E T.i51 er.1.s2 • Hence, 
being constant on an open set implies being constant everywhere: 
a:(w + t) = a(t) , 'vw E T.LSi ff, T.L.52 , 'vt E nT 
In particular, we have then 
a(w + t) = a(t) , 'vw E nT.1..S1eTJ.S2,t, 'vt E nT 
That is, 
a:(w + t + y) = a(t) , 'vw E ~J..S1eTJ..s2,t+y, Vt E nT,y, Vy E n(S1EBS2).l. 
And this implies the desired conclusion, a(x) = a(PTx), Vx En. D 
Lemma 7.3 Let S1, S2 ~ JRP be subspaces, T = S1 n S2 , and a: ]RP---+ 1R1. 
Also, let n ~ ]RP be a subset open in JRP and convex. If 
a(x) = a(Ps1x) = a(Ps2x) , Vx En 
then a(x) = a(PTx), Vx En. 
Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 7.2, our condition is equivalent to 
a(w + t) = a(PT.1.S1 W + t) = a(PT.1.s2W + t) , 'vw E nTJ..S1eTJ..S2,t, Vt E nT 
Furthermore, since n is open in JRP and convex, Or.1.s1 erJ..s2 ,t is open in 
T.L.51 e T.152 and convex, 'vt E Or. But then, applying Lemma 7.1 for an~· 
fixed t we obtain 
a(w + t) = a(t) , 'vw E Or.1.s1er.1.s2 ,t, 'vt E f2r 
which, again as in the proof of Lemma 7.2, is equivalent to o(x) = a(Prx), 
Vx En. D 
Let S1,1x indicate the class of all DRS's for the regression of Y on X E ]RP. 
By construction, the central DRS exists if and only if ns1--,xS E S1, 1x, or 
equivalently, if S1, 1x is closed under intersection. Hence, what we need to 
show is that 
S1 n S2 E Sy,x, VS1, S2 E S1,,x 
Recall we indicate with .Cc-) and He-> the law and closed support of the argu-
ment random variable. 
We are now in a position to prove a slightly modified version of Proposi-
tion 2.3. I ntuv ( ·) indicates the interior in ]RP of the argument set. 
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Proposition 7.1 Assume £x is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure on JRP, and Intm.P(Hx) :/= 0. Suppose furthermore that 
Y admits finite first order moments, Y .11. XIE(YIX), and E(YIX) can be 
expressed as a convergent power series in coordinate components of X, X -a.s. 
Then 
Proof: By definition, SE Sy,x if and only if 
Y JLXIPsX 
Since Y JLXIE(YIX), this conditional independence statement is equivalent 
to 
E(YIX) = E(YIPsX) , X - a.s. 
Using an appropriate measurable function, this can be rewritten as 
o:(X) = o:(PsX) , X - a.s. 
Since £x is absolutely continuous with respect to Leb, £x(lntm.PHx) = 1. 
Hence, SE Sy1x if and only if 
o:(x) = o:(Psx) , Vx E lntm.PHx 
Furthermore, o:(x) can be taken to be expressed as a power series in coordi-
nate components of x E JRP, and lntm.PHx (assumed to be :/= 0) in open in 
JRP. Taking S1, S2 E Sy 1x we will have 
and therefore, by Lemma 7.2 
which in turn gives T E Sy,x. D 
Since we take the law to be absolutely continuous, Leb(Hx) must be strictly 
positive. Thus, assuming I ntm.,, H x =/: 0 serves the purpose of eliminating 
very peculiar cases which are not of much practical interest, allowing us 
to use openness and hence Lemma 7.2. The assumption is not necessary, 
though. A similar proof can be devised using the set of density points of Hx. 
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This set has probability 1 under £x. It is not necessarily open, but all its 
points are cluster points, which is enough to argue constancy of an analytic 
function. 
, .. ,.le next turn to Proposition 2.4, which is restated as: 
Proposition 7.2 Assume £x is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue measure on ]RP, and Hx is convex. Then 
Proof: The conditional independence statement Y lL. XI P5X can be ex-
pressed equivalently as: for any measurable B ~ IR 1 
£y,x(B) = £v1Psx(B)_ , X - a.s. 
Using appropriate measurable functions, this can be rewritten as 
as(X) = as(PsX) , X - a.s. , VB 
As in the proof of Proposition 7.1, since £x is absolutely continuous with 
respect to Leb, £x(Intm.,Hx) = 1, and SE Sy1x if and only if 
as(x) = as(Psx) , 'ix E Intm.,Hx , VB 
Furthermore, convexity of Hx guarantees convexity of Intm.,Hx, and to-
gether with absolute continuity, Intm,Hx ~ 0 (and thus open). Taking 
S1, S2 E Syix, we will have 
and therefore, by Lemma 7.3 
as(x) = as(Prx) , 'ix E Intm.,Hx , VB 
which in turn gives T E Sy ,x. D 
7.2 Properties of Syp;-
Vve make use of the following three lemmas that follow from Dawid (1979, 
1980); see also Basu and Pereira (1983): 
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Lemma 7 .4 Let U, W and Z be three random variables de.fined on a com:.. 
mon probability space, and let 6 ( ·) be any measurable bijection de.fined on the 
domain space of Z. Then U Ji l¥16{Z) is equivalent to U JL WIZ. 
Lemma 7.5 Let U, T,F and Z be as above, and let "Y(·, ·) be any measurable 
function de.fined on the domain space of (W, Z). Then U JL l,V I Z implies 
U lL "Y(H1, Z) IZ. If furthermore "Y(·, z) is a bijection for every z, U lL vFIZ is 
equivalent to U lL "Y( H1, Z) I Z. 
Lemma 7.6 Let U, W and Z be as above, and let 6(·) be any measurable 
function de.fined on the domain space of Z. Then U lL WIZ and U lL Z16(Z), 
implies U lL W16(Z). 
Proposition 2.5 follows immediately from the next result: 
Proposition 7 .3 Let a E IRP and A : IRP --+ IRP be a full rank linear opera-
tor. Then 
Syia+AX = { (A')- 1T, T E Sy,x} 
Proof: Since A is full rank, a+ AX is a (measurable) bijection in X and 
P(A')-1T(a +AX)= P(A')-1Ta + [(A')-1 PT(PT(A)-1(A')- 1 PT)-]PTX 
is a (measurable) bijection in PTX. But then, by Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5, 
Y 1L XIPTX if and only if Y 1L (a+ AX) IP(A')-1T(a + AX); that is, the 
subspaces in S1,,a+Ax are all and only the images according to (A')-1 of 
subspaces TE Sy,x. D 
Proposition 7.4 Let <.p: IR' --+ IR' be a measurable/unction. Then Scp(Y)ix ~ 
Snx- In particular, if ,p(·) is a bijection, Scp(Y)tX = Sy,x. 
Proof: By Lemma 7.5, Y 1L XIPrX implies ,p(Y) 1L XIPTX; that is, the 
subspaces T E Sy ,x are all elements of Scp(l') ,x. By the same Lemma, if ,p( ·) 
is a bijection, Y Ji XIPrX if and only if ,p(Y) 1L XIPrX; the subspaces in 
S1,,x are all and only the ones in Scp(Y)IX · D 
We can now conclude that Proposition 2.6 holds: If the central DRS for the 
regression of ,p(Y) on X exists, then S,p(Y)1x ~ Sy,x. In particular, if ,p( ·) is 
a bijection, Scp(Y)IX exists and it coincides with 81,,x. 
The final result of this section establishes Proposition 2. 7. 
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Proposition 7 .5 Let S E Snx- Then 
Syip5 x = {T E Syix s.t. T ~ S} 
Proof: Take T ~ S so that PrX = Pr(PsX). By Lemma 7.5, Y JL XIPrX 
implies Y JL P5XIPrX. On the other hand, since S E S1,,x, Y JL XIPsX. 
Hence, by Lemma 7.6, Y JL PsXIPr(PsX) implies Y JL XIPrX. The sub-
spaces in Sy 1p5 x are all and only the ones in Sy,x which are contained in S. 
D 
7 .3 Propositions concerning the graphical methods for 
DRS's 
Proposition 3.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 7.5: Y .lL XIP5 X is 
equivalent to Y .lLPrXIP5 X, as Tes= ]RP guarantees that Xis a bijection 
in PrX once P5X is given. 
Lemma 7. 7 Let S E S1, ,x and p, 6 : ]RP -+ 1R 1 be measurable functions 
such that p(X) .lL PsX 16(PsX). Then 
77(Y, PsX) .1L p(X) 16(PsX) 
for any measurable 17 : 1R 1 x ]RP -t JR 1 
Proof: Since S E Sy,x, Y .lL XIPsX. Applying Lemma 7.5 twice we have 
17(Y,PsX) .1L p(X)IPsX. At the same time we have p(X) .1L P5X16(P5 X). 
Hence, 17(Y, PsX) .1L p(X) 16(PsX) by Lemma 7.6. D 
We are now in a position to prove both Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.3, 
restated as follows. Recall that C1 = PrSY1x and C2_ = QrS1,,x, r 112 = 
PrX-E(PrXIQrX) and w: ]RP x1R1 -t IR' is a measurable transformation. 
Proposition 7.6 For any subspace T ~ JRP, C1 e Spc
2
X1PTX is a DRS Jo~ 
the regression of Y on PrX. 
Proof: Let R = SPc2XIPrX, and set S = C1 eC2eR. 8 is clearly a DRS for Y 
on X, as Sy,x ~ C1 e C2 ~ S. Also, set p(X) = PrX and 6(Pc1ec2eRX) = 
Pc1eRX. C1 e R is clearly a DRS for Pc2 X on PrX, as it contains the cen-
tral DRS R. So we have Pc2 X JL PrXIPc1eRX (Pc1e,R(PrX) = Pc1a,RX). 
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But since Pc1ec2eRX is a bijection in Pc2 X once Pc1eRX is given, this is 
equivalent to PrX Ji. Pc1ec2eRXIPc1eRX. Hence, by Lemma 7.7 
for any choice of 77(·, ·), and in particular Y JL PrXIPc1eRX. D 
Proposition 7. 7 Let T s; IllP. Assume that X has finite first order moments 
and that C1 is a DRS for the regression of QrX on r 112. Then C1 is a DRS 
for the regression of w(Y, QrX) on r112-
Proof: Set S = C1 EB T1.. S is clearly a DRS for Y on X, as Sy1x ~ 
C1 EB T1.. Also, set p(X) = r112 and 6(Pc1erJ.X) = Pc1 r112- C1 is a DRS 
for QiX on r112 by assumption: we have QrX Ji r112IPc1 r 1,2, which im-
plies QrX + Pc1E(PrXIQrX) Jl.r112IPc1 r112- But since Pc1erJ.X is a bijec-
tion in QrX + Pc1E(PrXIQrX) once Pc1 r112 is given, this is equivalent to 
r112 Jl.Pc1er-LXIPc1 r112- Hence, by Lemma 7.7 
for any choice of 77(·, ·), and in particular w(Y, QrX) lL r112 1Pc1 r 112• D 
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